Flat Planet Announces Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam) Operations
FEBRUARY 1, 2019 — FLAT PLANET OPENS A SERVICE DELIVERY CENTRE IN HCMC VIETNAM
EXTENDING ITS ABILITY TO TAP BOTH THE TALENTS AND OPPORTUNITIES PRESENTED TO
GLOBAL BUSINESS BY EMERGING SOUTHEAST ASIAN MARKETS

Flat Planet has announced the commencement of its operations in Ho Chi Minh City as part of its
growing push to provide clients with a sustainable pathway to both build teams and explore
opportunities in Southeast Asia.
“Many businesses have long been attracted to the region by its ability to provide high-value talent
at a globally-competitive cost to complement operations back home,” said Flat Planet CEO, Chris
Moriarty.
“Increasingly, businesses are starting to realize that teams in Southeast Asia, such as those in the
Philippines, are not just able to support home market operations, but they can also provide a
doorway to the huge opportunities in the world’s most dynamic region.”

Vietnam has a particular competitive advantage in IT skills, said Judy Horan, Flat Planet’s
Australian-based Regional Marketing Manager.

“A key strategic focus of the Vietnamese Government has been to develop and build the IT skills
of its emerging workforce,” said Horan.
“This represents a fantastic resource that foreign businesses are welcomed to tap into via investing
in Vietnamese talent safely and sustainably through Flat Planet.”
Flat Planet recruits, hires, accommodates and manages teams on behalf of other businesses. “You
can enter and explore the Vietnamese market quickly, easily, and safely by working with Flat
Planet,” said Horan.
“You can be confident that your teams are employed in a fully compliant and quality-focused way,
meaning you can concentrate on exploring and maximizing opportunities for actual business
growth rather than dealing with the headaches of hiring and compliance.”
“One digital technology client from Melbourne that built teams in the Philippines and Shanghai
became so successful at winning business they now win much more business in Asia than is
available in their home market even if they managed to get a 100% market share,” said Moriarty.

“They are no longer with Flat Planet, as their business boomed to a size where they had to
incorporate and build their own operations — but we were delighted to be a key stepping stone
for their success.”
All companies, especially those with a need for professional IT talent, could find it worthwhile to
consider Flat Planet Vietnam. Available services to date include among others:
iOS Developer
Android Developer
Java Developer
PHP Developer

.Net Developer
Front End Developer
Back End Developer
Oracle PL/SQL Developer

Full Stack Developer
System Analyst
Business Analyst

ABOUT FLAT PLANET
https://www.flatplanet.com.au
Established in 2010, Flat Planet is a boutique BPO that recruits, hires, accommodates and manages
bespoke teams in Southeast Asia on behalf of firms around the world. Flat Planet’s high-value
teams feature professional skills sets from technology, finance, accounting or engineering
disciplines.
It is Flat Planet’s mission to provide foreign firms with a safe, sustainable, and reliable pathway to
both build teams, and explore opportunities within Southeast Asia. In late 2018, Flat Planet
opened its first centre in Vietnam and commenced operations in Malaysia, both to complement
and enhance its well-established, multi-site, Philippine-based teams.
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Judy Horan
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